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You're getting a Ragdoll kitten (how exciting! How about vet visits and cat health insurance? A
Ragdoll Kitten Care Guidebook: Bringing Your Ragdoll Kitten Home is a comprehensive guide that
addresses every part of kitten care a new owner needs to know written in a warm, friendly tone.
Imagine if you knew what to expect and plan before you also picked your Ragdoll kitten up?. Or
how about what to purchase in anticipation for your little one's arrival? Searching for
recommended products for a new Ragdoll kitten?. Searching for suggestions on from drinking
water fountains to scratching articles, pet carriers, cat litter, litter boxes, cat bowls, etc. Wouldn't
it be good to know how exactly to kitten proof your house?.products a Ragdoll cat owner cannot
live without?) and you also have questions about looking after it, once they is house.com, where
one can easily connect with other Ragdoll cat owners. A Ragdoll Kitten Care Guidebook includes
links to movies and products, and the information presented is from true to life experiences, not
really repeated from additional cat books. The author also offers a corresponding website
Floppycats. There are plenty of quick, simple tips that can be used with Ragdoll kittens. There is
a great deal to consider and prepare for. Here's a peek inside of A Ragdoll Kitten Care
Information: Chapter 1: Kitten-Proofing and Preparing YOUR HOUSE and "Safe" Room Chapter 2:
First Days with Your Kitten and What to LOOK OUT FOR Chapter 3: Ragdoll Kitten's Diet, Water
and food Bowls, Treats Chapter 4: Recommended Scratchers, Toys and Beds Chapter 5: Carriers
and Your First Vet Visits Chapter 6: Nail Trimming and Grooming Chapter 7: KITTY LITTER BOX
Chapter 8: Dental Care - Teeth Brushing Summary: Maintaining a Healthy Ragdoll Cat BONUS:
How exactly to Introduce Your New Ragdoll Kitten to a Resident Cat BONUS: Bringing Your
Ragdoll Kitten Home Checklist BONUS: Questions to question Ragdoll Breeders Thoroughly
researched, this instruction is an easy and enjoyable read with plenty of photos and
recommendations for the Ragdoll Kitten owner. Everything is broken down into easy chapters,
and Jenny writes as if she actually is there with you to consider you there through the various
steps.
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If you are thinking of getting any kitten actually i recommend this reserve. Although I grew up
with a Ragdoll, I have never, as an adult, possessed a kitten. It acquired also been many years
since our family cat passed, therefore i felt a little nervous about what to expect and perform
with a new kitten. And my hubby has never owned a cat.I bought this book to greatly help us
prepare. I really loved how easy it had been to learn. I liked the way the chapters were organized
and although some complained that there is too many product recommendations, I actually
appreciated that. I also found the list of questions to ask breeders very helpful. I like when people
talk about what products they will have tried and like or don't like. As a matter of known fact, I
wish I had that list before I shopped for my kitten. Knowing it was a general guide , I'd haven't
bothered reading it, it was a waste of my time. In the same time!This book was very helpful and it
is one I'll keep and reference.didn't look like the author had any formal schooling. Furthermore
she also promotes her internet site where she hosts video clips discussing the breed and
recommends items and earns money through affiliate links. very informative publication, found
some useful tips.I liked the tone and the attention to information in the book. If you're getting a
kitty I would recommend the complete kitten care guide, there is actual evidence and study that
supports the information in the book and a lot of the information you cannot find on-line. GreT
Information Despite having previously raised a Ragdoll from kitten stage, I found some excellent
suggestions! She covers plenty of territory from the breed traits to food/snack foods, from
playthings to behaviors, from fun tips to instruct your cat to medical issues.Ali Julia review
Perfect She had links to EVERYTHING you might need, extremely informative.Happy We recently
brought house a Ragdoll kitten. Its a straightforward examine, everything she recommends
provides amazing testimonials. Not to mention she reviewed a great many of these herself. This
book really is the beat guide you could ask for.. Not really worth the amount of money. Thats im
performing and it looks like the impossible hope. Honestly I'm fairly disappointed in the book.
Absolutly Great book I've found many interesting information about Ragdoll Cats. It's known as a
Ragdoll Kitten care guide (for short) . We purchase it because we particularly wanted to read
about Ragdoll treatment. This however was even more a generalization. It is extremely much
appreciated! The name is very misleading as may be the book description. It will have been
called a beginner's lead to cat care. During out reading the book i kept waiting for the "rag doll
treatment"little bit of the publication to start. But it never did.We also emailed the author with
some questions and she quickly responded. A Wonderful and Quick Guide ~ Perfect! Delightfully
informative and reader friendly, this frequently candid and practical guide was exactly what I was
expecting from author Jenny Dean. I couldn't wait for it to arrive! A good breeder query list in the
trunk for adopters.. Jenny didn't miss a thing in her successful care guide! I enjoyed my quick
scan and then a later, a far more focused read. Not a flop Good book on floppy rag doll cat care,
discipline and intro of kittens to additional pets. Your guide is usually more than refreshing and a
wonderful little "go to" as I begin my Ragdoll journey! Jenny has this easy method of explaining
topics and is merely so proficient in Ragdolls and kittys altogether! Thanks a lot, Jenny! Jenny is
creative, bright and ingenious in her loving devotion to the significance and well-getting of the
stunning Ragdoll cat. More like a product catalog when compared to a carebook. The information
about care is normally minimal.. Wish there is an intro of a fresh doggie to a family cat.!. the book
is quite thin.It helped me to make decision to get a ragdoll kitten. The information offered is more
based on personal experience... From the Ragdoll cat owner The author isn't a professional in the
cat field but a Ragdoll cat owner (she had five of these) who shares her experiences. There are
numerous links you need to go to, as it was originally an ebook, with more information, which
defeats the purpose of a book. LOVE the checklist at the end.com, and We knew that her

publication will be a perfect resource for me as I welcomed my new Ragdoll kitten.the majority of
the links are to her blog and honestly the emphasis in this book are products the writer likes.. I
learned nothing I didn't already know from online research. Dean's descriptions are detailed and
thorough, she covers both the pros and cons of the breed, and her affection for the her cats and
the breed of dog oozes from every web page.The book is full of lovely pictures showing Ragdoll
cats and kittens. I am extremely grateful for the references to particular products which have
worked well and can most definitely search for a number of them before my brand-new kitten
comes home. Thanks for compiling all of this info for Ragdoll lovers!! I've read plenty of books on
proper cat care and like cats and also have also possessed cats before... Best Ragdoll Guide! I
have read my book over and over again.!! This is actually the best Ragdoll book ever. I am new to
Ragdolls and this is indeed helpful. From healthcare, litter to food and toys. I am an severe lover
of Jenny's hugely successful blog/internet site, Floppycats. Great photos too. It is a MUST! Great
info My new Ragdoll kitten was a breeze with the tips in the publication, I would suggest it to
anyone considering a Ragdoll. Great book Great for beginners Care Guide Review This book has
more info about introducing a kitten to other pets than anything else. I bought his for my 8 year
aged but wasn’t relevant once we have no other animals. Should’ve stuck to the info on the site
versus purchasing the book! It wasn't so much about ragdolls since it was about general cat
care- , and I understand cat care very well. It's not particular about ragdolls and is really
general.Many thanks. Although Jenny originally published most of her "practical info" as an
eBook, she actually is more than pleased to send you an electronic version of the reserve that
includes all the clickable links you will discover within the web pages of the hardcopy. I'll use a
few tips found some useful ideas. This book was originally written in 2010 2010 and contains
revisions. Awesomely informative, essential read for cat lovers! This is an awesome guide book,
very pleasurable to read and so informative. As a longtime Ragdoll owner and lover herself,
Jenny doesn't just write from knowledge and eduction by itself, but truly from her center. This
was a genuine treasure trove of great info and I’m so happy Jenny shares her knowledge with us
all.!.
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